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This book is dedicated to parents

who need help to get their children to sleep on time.

Dedicated to my children Mehakpal, Harlene and Raushan.
They are my shining stars.
—Baldev Grewal

Dedicated to teachers, scientists, and all those
looking to help improve their sleep.

Dedicated to my mother, who has taught and

exemplified to me the importance of well-being.
—Harlene Grewal

T his Book Belongs to:
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“Leena, time for bed,” Momma Bee calls.
Leena doesn’t move. A few minutes later, she hears Momma Bee calling
again - louder this time.
“Now, Leena, PLEASE!”
Leena wants to finish the game she’s playing,
but she knows to get in bed before Momma
Bee comes to get her.

Beep-beep-beep sounds the
alarm in the morning.
Leena wishes she could sleep
five more minutes. But she
knows she can’t, or she’ll be
late for school.
Leena sluggishly gets ready,
all the while wishing to jump
back into bed.
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“Good morning,” says Ms. Day. “I hope everyone had a wonderful
weekend!” She looks around the room. “I have noticed that some of you
seem tired in the morning. So, we are going to discuss sleep this week.”
“Can I have a nap now?” asks Ben, with a grin.
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Everyone laughs, and Ms. Day continues.“We are already in the second
month of third grade, and your bodies and minds are growing every day.
Kids your age, eight to nine years old, need to get nine to eleven hours of
sleep each night so they can optimize their growth.”

For the rest of the morning,
as the class works on
spelling and reading, Leena
cannot stop yawning.
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At lunchtime, Leena and her friend Amy find a table and eat together.
“Amy, do you feel tired in the mornings?” asks Leena. “Last night, I
stayed up till ten, and I feel exhausted.”
“Yea,” Amy replies. “I feel tired too if I go to sleep very late.”
The two girls finish their lunch and hurry back to class.

Ms. Day is ready to talk about
the importance of sleep.“Sleep
is the foundation of good health
and well-being,” she says.
“Lack of sleep can cause many
problems.”
“Like what?” Leena wants
to know.
8

“How do you feel when you don’t sleep enough?” Ms. Day asks the class,
looking in Leena’s direction.
“Leena, do you want to answer that?”
“I feel tired the next morning,” Leena shares, thoughtfully.
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“Class, does anyone else feel tired when they don’t get enough
sleep?” asks Ms. Day. “Remember this morning I told you that you
need nine to eleven hours at your age.”
All the hands go up!
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Jimmy raises his hand. “Ms. Day, why do we need so much sleep? I would
rather play games or hang out with friends than sleep.”
Ms. Day responds, “Well, Jimmy, that’s a great question. Scientists
are beginning to answer it. One theory is that sleep helps the body stay
balanced. For example, your digestion, which is how your body breaks
down food, works best after a good night
of sleep.”

Leena thinks about the tummy
ache she has some mornings
eating breakfast.
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Ms. Day continues, “As we age,
sleep also helps keep the brain
healthy, so it doesn’t rot away.”
“Like a zombie!” shouts Ben.

After school, Leena walks home
with Amy and Ben.
“Leena, were you listening to Ms. Day?” asks Amy.
“We always stay up so late. Maybe we should go to sleep earlier.”
Leena responds, “I don’t know, Amy. I mean, Ms. Day gave only one reason
why sleep is important.”
Amy shakes her head. “She gave us three reasons. Optimum growth and
digestion and ….”
Ben interrupts. “Brain rot! That’s my favorite!”
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That night, Leena stays up late again. Momma Bee had sent her to bed early,
but Leena snuck her cell phone into her room to call Ben. She asks him
about the new video game that just came out. When Leena hangs up, she
looks at the time on her phone and is shocked to see that it is eleven.

Beep-beep-beep sounds the
alarm in the morning.
Again, Leena feels sleepy,
but she can’t be late for
school, so she makes herself
get up and get ready.
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After lunch that day, Ms. Day continues her talk about sleep.
“Memories exist in our neurons. Neurons are brain cells that talk
to one another. These become stronger when we sleep, so new
information sticks to the brain like glue and helps long-term memory.”
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Amy raises her hand. “What
happens if we stay up late
to study for a test, and we
don’t get enough sleep?”
“Well, Amy, science tells
us this is not so effective,”
responds Ms. Day. “Studies
show sleep-deprived
students don’t perform as
well on memory-tasks.”

“Hey, Leena, wait up!” calls
Ben after school gets out.
“Can I talk to you?”
“Sure, Ben!” Leena responds.
“What’s up?”
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“Leena, do you think we should go to sleep early tonight instead of chatting
like we did last night? I felt pretty tired at school today.”
“But I was planning to call you tonight to talk some more about the new
video game,” responds Leena. “Is that okay?”
“No way! I could barely get up this morning, and my Dad wasn’t happy.”
Ben rolls his eyes.
“Hmm, maybe you’re right. I was tired too,” agrees Leena. “Maybe we
should go to sleep earlier tonight. My mom gets me up at six in the morning,
and school starts way too early!”

Ben replies, “Yea, eight in the morning is way too early. I wish school
started at nine instead.”
“Maybe Ms. Day is right. Maybe I’m not getting enough sleep when I go to
bed at ten,” admits Leena. “Plus, I can’t fall asleep right away. I’m going to
sleep at nine tonight and see how I feel in the morning.”
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Beep-beep-beep
sounds the alarm in the
morning.
Leena opens her eyes and
stretches. She doesn’t feel so
sleepy this morning. In fact,
she is excited to get to school
and see all her friends again!

After lunch, Ms. Day continues the lesson on sleep. “Humans evolved
to sleep during the night. Therefore, our bodies require an environment
without much light while we rest at night. Science has shown that seeing
bright light before bedtime makes it harder to sleep.”
Ms. Day explains further, “What this
means is that your body will get
the best sleep at night when
it is dark.”
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Adam raises his hand and asks, “Ms. Day, sleep seems to impact a lot
of things. Does it impact our mood too?”
“That’s a great question, Adam!” Ms. Day responds.
“Sleep does affect your mood.”
Ms. Day continues, “It’s like a brain bath”, pointing at the illustration.
“Sleep soaks the brain in happy chemicals
that act like soap. The process washes away
yesterday’s negative feelings, so you
feel good the next day.”

Leena remembers she wasn’t
so sleepy this morning when
she woke up. Now she thinks
maybe Ms. Day must be right
about getting more sleep. She
felt good this morning.
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Shaun shares, “Ms. Day, I usually
sleep ten hours every night, and I
never feel tired in the morning.”
Ms. Day responds with a smile.
“That’s wonderful, Shaun! Ten
hours is the perfect amount for
a nine-year-old, as shown on the
sleep chart.”

On their way home after school,
Amy asks, “Leena, do you
remember how we argued last
week? I did not sleep enough
most nights, and I think it made
me cranky. I’m sorry if I was rude
to you.”
“That’s okay, Amy,” Leena
responds. “I am the same way
when I don’t sleep enough. I wish
we could be more like Shaun.
He’s always so happy and calm.”
Ben giggles. “That’s because
Shaun loves sleeping! He would
sleep all day if he could.”
“Ben, I think you are right,”
agrees Amy.
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“Momma Bee, where are
you?” calls out Leena when
she reaches home.
“I’m baking muffins for you,
sweetie,” says Momma Bee
from the kitchen.

Leena runs to the kitchen. “Momma Bee, guess what? I’m going to sleep
at least ten hours every night from now on,” she declares. “Then I won’t
feel so tired and sleepy in the morning.”
Momma Bee asks, “Really?”
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“We learned this week that sleep affects our energy, memory, and
emotions,” says Leena. “Now I know why I feel tired and cranky when I
don’t get enough sleep.”
Momma Bee asks, “So, what time are you going to sleep tonight?”
“I’m going to bed at nine tonight,” responds Leena with a smile. “I have a
bunch of homework to do today, so I’m going to go work on that now.”
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That evening at dinner, Momma Bee
tells Leena, “When I was your age, your
Grandma shared a secret with me. She said
in the quiet of the night, with the gentle
light of the moon and stars, a restful mind
and peaceful heart greet one another. They
are in perfect harmony and balance, and
this is what they call well-being.”
Leena grins. “Momma Bee, Ms. Day also
said sleep keeps our body in balance.”

When it is time for bed, Momma Bee can’t find Leena anywhere.
Finally, she peeks into Leena’s bedroom.
Leena is fast asleep.
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The next morning, Leena
wakes up before the alarm
even though it is Saturday.
She runs down the stairs to
the kitchen with the delicious
smell of baking pancakes
reaching her. “Momma Bee!
Can I help make
the pancakes?”

“You’re up early, Leena,” says Momma Bee with open arms.
Leena rushes in for a warm hug.
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“Did you have a good night sleep?” asks Momma Bee with a smile.
Leena smiles back. “Yes, Momma Bee, I had a good night’s sleep
and I feel wonderful!”
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Help your children gain knowledge and understanding
of the various components of well-being through
our Be Well Children’s Book series. The Be Well
Children’s Book series inspires and empowers
children to take accountability and make choices
aligned with their well-being.

Educating children on the various components
of well-being enables them to understand what
is necessary to become strong and healthy so
they can live their optimal lives. Good habits
need to be formed in children when they
are young, so one main object is to ingrain
healthy habits during childhood to last into
adolescence and adulthood.

Goodnight Leena, Sleep Tight addresses the topic of sleep,
which is one of the most critical components of their wellbeing and is vital for physical and mental health. Through a
story children can relate to, they can learn, understand and
value the importance of sleep. Studies have shown that kids
who regularly get an adequate amount of sleep have improved
attention, behavior, learning, memory, and overall mental and
physical health. Good sleeping habits are of tremendous help
to create a strong foundation for the well-being of children.
The characters are relatable and the story is engaging making
for an effective method to open a dialogue on sleep.
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Pointers for Teachers

1. Ask students if they ha
d a good night’s sleep at
the
start of the school day.
2. Print out the SLEEP FA
CTS poster for your clas
s to
remind the students of th
e importance of sleep an
d
the scientific evidence re
lated to sleep.
Find the poster here:
bewellchildrensbooks.co
m/resources/
3. If a student continuous
ly falls asleep in class,
check-in with the parent
.
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Baldev Grewal

Baldev is a mother, mentor, entrepreneur and author. She lives with her husband, three children and their
golden retriever in the San Francisco Bay Area. She has lived in CA most of her life, but spent eight years
in Ontario, Canada in the 1990’s.
She had the desire to write since she was in high school, but life circumstances took her in another
direction. Since 2006 she has been running her own tax franchise as well as helping her husband in their
real estate/property management business. Currently, she is transitioning into a writing and speaking career
to educate, inspire and empower children and mothers.
In 2020 Baldev and her daughter, Harlene, started their Be Well Children’s Book Series. Goodnight
Leena, Sleep Tight is their debut book with plans to write several more books on various topics related to
children’s physical and mental well-being. The material and ideas for their books are based on their own
life experience and lessons learned.
Baldev’s mission for the next phase of her life is to spread well-being and love to children, teens, young
adults, mothers, and anyone else she can reach. Writing children’s books that inspire and empower children
to make choices that promote well-being is her first step in this direction.
You can reach Baldev by emailing her at bewellchildrensbooks@gmail.com
You can learn more about Baldev as an author at:
https://www.facebook.com/BaldevKGrewalAuthor
https://www.instagram.com/baldev_k_grewal
You can learn more about the Be Well Children’s Books series at:
www.bewellchildrensbooks.com
https://www.facebook.com/bewellchildrensbooks
https://www.instagram.com/bewellchildrensbooks/
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Laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley. The Human Sleep Science Laboratory operates under
the leadership of world-renowned scientist and sleep-expert Dr. Matthew P. Walker, author of the bestselling book Why We Sleep. Harlene collaborated with her mother on writing Goodnight Leena, Sleep Tight
bringing her own personal experience and her knowledge in the field of neuroscience. Harlene is passionate
about the workings of the human brain, and the interconnectedness with the human mind and body. This
passion is the drive behind her storytelling to create children’s books which can be used to teach children
about physical and mental well-being.
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A professional 2D Artist, Illustrator, Concept & Character Designer, living near Barcelona (Spain). She
has worked in the children’s publishing, TV and film production industry since 2007 and has developed
projects for Feature Films, TV series, short films, advertising and so on. This includes six years as a concept
artist and illustrator for clients like Rainstorm Publishing, Oxford University Press, Scholastic UK, Harper
Collins and Capstone. Her skills are 2D digital art, Concept Art, Characters, Creatures, Fantasy, Illustrations,
Environments, Horror, Sci-fi, Mascots, background art… She always mixes and uses very different
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Testimonials
“Goodnight, Leena is an innovative and endearing book that empowers kids to understand that
getting the proper sleep impacts their daily life, and ultimately their future well-being. Getting
enough sleep is a vital component of good health for children, and I highly recommend this book
to teachers and parents to bring the subject of sleep to light. The story is entertaining, and the
illustrations are excellent. This first edition is a fantastic start to the Be Well Children’s Books series.
I highly recommend it.”
—Jack Canfield, Co-author of the Chicken Soup for the Soul® series, The Success Principles™,
and I Can Believe in Myself

“What an insightful evidence-based illustration of a prevalent problem every household faces
today, especially in our zoom-filled pandemic world. Not only is it based on current research for
sleep benefits and underlying mechanisms, it also documents a journey for children to identify with.
My daughter and I both loved reading it and highly recommend it. Congrats to the Grewal motherdaughter team for bringing such an important issue to light.”
—Maheen Mausoof Adamson, Ph.D. Neuroscientist
Clinical Associate Professor Neurosurgery, Stanford School of Medicine
Clinical Research Scientific Director, Rehabilitation Service
VA Palo Alto Health Care System

“As an educator with 30 years of experience teaching children of all ages and abilities, it is great
to see a book about sleep included in a Be Well children’s book series. “Goodnight Leena, Sleep
Tight” is a well-written, beautifully illustrated book that helps parents teach their children the
importance of sleep. I know from personal experience a well-rested student is generally more
successful at learning and getting along with others both in and out of the classroom. Baldev and
Harlene Grewal’s enjoyable and informative book about sleep would make a great bedtime story. It
could ultimately help bedtime routine go a little smoother for both parents and children.”
—Carolyn Rose Bugden, Educator
Bachelor of Child Study, M Ed

“Goodnight, Leena is an entertaining and beautifully illustrated book to help children understand
and value the importance of sleep, an essential part of a healthy lifestyle. Good sleeping habits
need to be ingrained in children at a young age to create a strong foundation for their future wellbeing. This book is a great tool to help teachers and parents start a dialogue with children and
instill good sleeping habits. My son and I both enjoyed reading it, and I recommend it to any parent
who is having trouble getting their kid to sleep.”
—Nina Hansra, MD
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Leena never goes to bed on time. Why sleep when
she could play her cool new video game instead?
Interestingly enough, the main topic for this week
in her class is on the science of sleep. As she goes
through her days feeling crabby and tired, will Leena
finally uncover the secret of a good nights sleep?
Look what my friends have
to say about my book!

“An insightful evidence-based illustration of
a very common problem. Not only is it based
on current research for sleep benefits and
underlying mechanisms, it also documents a
Mjourney for children to identify with.” M
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